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ABSTRACT

The High-Energy X-ray Probe (HEX-P) is a probe-class next-generation high-energy X-ray mission concept that will vastly extend the reach of broadband X-ray observations. Studying the 2-200 keV energy range, HEX-P has 40 times the sensitivity of any previous mission in the 10-80 keV band, and will be the first focusing instrument in the 80-200 keV band. A successor to the Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR), a NASA Small Explorer launched in 2012, HEX-P addresses key NASA science objectives, and will serve as an important complement to ESA’s L-class Athena mission. HEX-P will utilize multilayer coated X-ray optics, and in this paper we present the details of the optical design, and discuss the multilayer prescriptions necessary for the reflection of hard X-ray photons. We consider multiple module designs with the aim of investigating the tradeoff between high- and low-energy effective area, and review the technology development necessary to reach that goal within the next decade.
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1. HEX-P MISSION CONCEPT OVERVIEW

The Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR) Small Explorer opened the high-energy (> 10 keV) X-ray band and established the power of broad-band X-ray spectroscopy for probing the Universe, from regions near accreting black holes to the diffuse remnants of exploded stars. HEX-P (see paper no. 10699-82 in these proceedings) is a probe-class concept (cost bracket $500M-1B) that will expand the focused X-ray band up to 200 keV from the previous 80 keV limit of NuSTAR.

HEX-P is envisioned as a general purpose observatory with focusing Wolter-I X-ray optics operating in the 2-200 keV band. To achieve such energies, the focal length is 20 m, necessitating an extendible mast and multilayer coated lightweight mirrors. HEX-P is baselined for an angular resolution with a half power diameter (HPD) of $15''$, considered a feasible target within the next decade. HEX-P will have three modules composed of $\sim$270 nested shells focusing onto individual detectors, and building on the NuSTAR heritage, HEX-P will employ CdTe photon counting detectors with a spectral resolution of 200 eV at 6 keV and 800 eV at 60 keV. These detectors will be count-rate-limited at 10 kHz (25 times the NuSTAR rate) and offer a timing resolution of 1$\mu$s. Compared to NuSTAR HEX-P will have $\sim$40 times increased sensitivity to faint sources and 25 times higher throughput for bright sources.
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With this leap in observational capability, HEX-P will address a broad range of science objectives, from probing the extreme environments around black holes and neutron stars, to mapping the growth of supermassive black holes and the effect they have on their environments. If developed and launched on a timescale similar to Athena, HEX-P would support simultaneous observations, greatly enhancing the ability of Athena to probe a range of phenomena where sensitivity above 10 keV is essential to interpreting their spectra.

2. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

To enable the reflection of 200 keV photons, shallow graze angles are required. A fair approximation for how small can be made by considering the Bragg condition \( \lambda m = 2d \sin \theta_i \), where \( d \) is the lattice spacing of a crystal or multilayer coating, \( m \) the Bragg order, and \( \theta_i \) the incidence angle, and \( \lambda \) the wavelength. Smaller lattice spacings reflect harder energies, and if we adopt a value of 3 nm for the \( d \)-spacing, which is an achievable value for many periodic material coatings, then for the 1st order Bragg peak the required incidence angle is 1 mrad. The smallest graze angle of NuSTAR (focal length 10 m) is 1.3 mrad at a radius of 54 mm, and since it is difficult to make mirrors with radius of curvature less than 50 mm, a focal length of greater than 10 m will be required. For Wolter-I optics the relation between focal length, \( F \), and radius, \( r \), is given by \( r = 4F \alpha \), and a graze angle of \( \alpha =1 \) mrad requires at least a focal length of 12.5 m. This would, of course, only barely get the job done, as at least a number of mirror shells should be able to reflect 200 keV photons to have an appreciable effective area. For HEX-P we have therefore chosen 20 m as the baseline.

Extending the focal length beyond 20 m becomes challenging from a focal plane point of view, since the platescale of the focal will grow as the square of the focal length. At 20 m obtaining a field of view (FoV) of 12', comparable to NuSTAR, with NuSTAR sized detectors, will require a detector array of 4 × 4 crystals. The platescale will be 10.3 arcsec mm\(^{-1}\), and a PSF with an HPD of 15'' will be contained inside a diameter of 1.5 mm. To adequately sample the HPD the design requirement on the detector pitch has been set to 300 \( \mu \)m, well achievable with current technologies (see paper no. 10699-202 in this proceedings).

Table 1 lists the baseline parameters. As noted above, the inner radius at 50 mm is the current practical limit for mirror curvature for both segmented glass and full shells of revolution. A similar argument holds for the outer radius at 350 mm. Section 3 discusses the multilayer considerations.

2.1 Detailed Instrument Design

Maximizing the geometric area is not as straightforward as it may seem. The highest possible achievable geometric area would be obtained if the aperture between inner and outer radius could be entirely filled without any obstruction. That is not possible due to the finite width of the nested mirror shells, and in this case the ideal packing with respect to the maximum geometric area, is by aligning the shells such that the lower front edge of the upper parabolic mirror, when starting from the outside, is aligned with the backside of the adjacent shell. This is often called ‘close packing’ and maximizes the on-axis geometrical area. However, it results in obscuration from neighboring shells when moving off-axis, and the solution is to allow for extra shell-spacing to increase the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>20,000 mm</th>
<th>50 mm</th>
<th>350 mm</th>
<th>0.6 - 4.3 mrad</th>
<th>300 mm</th>
<th>0.25 mm</th>
<th>276</th>
<th>1.33</th>
<th>Section 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. Instrument Baseline Design Parameters

\( ^{a} \) Multiple of ‘close packed’ spacing.
off-axis area. This, unfortunately, allows photons, which are reflected only once (see Figure 1), either by the top or bottom mirror, to reach the focal plane. These single-bounce photons, sometimes referred to as ghost-rays (GR), leave very distinct features on the focal plane, which can interfere with the properly focused PSF, and are, from a scientific point of view, undesirable.

Balancing the on- and off-axis geometrical area against the single-bounce photons can be a difficult task, and though analytical tools exist to assist in the estimation\textsuperscript{3–5} there is no clear metric for the best solution, since some amount of GR is unavoidable, and it remains a decision that is unique to each optic and its particular use. Evaluating the analytical expressions and drawing on our experience with \textit{NuSTAR}, we decided to stay with the same shell packing that we had for \textit{NuSTAR}, which has a shell spacing of $4/3 \times$ the ‘close packing’ spacing. Figure 1 shows the relative intensities of the non-focused components of the baseline, which have taken into account the finite detector size. The single bounce components die out at around 10''$^\prime$, while the back-reflected component extends up to 65''$^\prime$. These values are for all the GR photons collected on the detector, but the pattern of the GR is very structured and the actual source to GR fraction is greatly dependent on position on the detector. We have found that most cases of GR contamination in \textit{NuSTAR} can be mitigated by careful positioning of the source.\textsuperscript{6} Baffling can be employed to reduce the remaining component further, and we will be studying possible designs.

Once the inner and outer radii are set, the third parameter that can be used to adjust the area is the shell length. To investigate the phase space around our baseline, we calculated the geometric area and mass as a function of shell length and shell thickness, assuming for the substrate the density of Si. Figure 2 shows the number of shells, geometric area, and mass as a function of shell length. This demonstrates that there is significant area to be gained by increasing the shell length. Though this results in fewer shells, there is still a net increase in mass. A 10 mm increase in shell length results in an approximate gain of 5-8\% in area, but with comparable increase in mass. The mass to shell length increase is roughly linear at a fixed shell thickness, but the efficiency of area to mass is a decreasing function of shell thickness, $T$, and can be approximated as: $(\text{area/mass})=40 - 40.5 \times T$(mm). None of this is surprising, but important from a production point of view since longer shells significantly reduce the required number of shells, which may become very important for the mounting of the shells. Independent of the size and number of shells, some mounting fixturing will be required and may be a significant source of obscuration, in which case fewer shells of longer length could become favorable. With the current baseline, each optic has a pure glass mass of $\sim$120 kg, with a geometric area of $\sim$2300 cm$^2$.
### 3. MULTILAYER DESIGN

#### 3.1 Depth-graded Multilayers

Multilayers have long been in use for UV lithography, neutron beam lines and in laboratory X-ray systems to focus and shape beams. However, it is only in the last two decades that these principles have been applied to astrophysical optics. A multilayer is a stack of thinly deposited films of alternating materials, where one set of high-Z and low-Z film is called a bi-layer. The thickness of the individual films determines the shape of the spectrum. For example, a constant thickness of the bi-layer will result in a spectrum with a good response at a few monochromatic energies, at the location of the Bragg peak, but otherwise have a poor broadband spectral response. Far more convenient is a power-law graded stack, which through a varying bi-layer thickness ensures that the Bragg peaks are shifted through the spectrum, providing a broadband response. The bi-layer thickness, $d_i$, of the power-law stack is defined by

$$d_i = \frac{a}{(b+i)^c} \quad i = 1, N$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $N$ is the number of bi-layers in the stack. The bi-layer $i=1$ is the top and thickest bi-layer. The fraction of the high-density material to the thickness of the bi-layer is given by $\Gamma = d_{\text{highZ}}/d$, and once $c$ is chosen then the maximum and minimum d-spacing, $d_{\text{max}}$, $d_{\text{min}}$, determine parameters $a$ and $b$. The power law index $c$ controls the relative shifts of the Bragg peaks; a low $c$ drives them apart, while a high $c$ drives them together. Combined with the choice of material, these five parameters define the multilayer.

A power-law graded profile was used for the *High-Energy Forcusing Telescope (HEFT)*, which was a balloon mission flown in 2005. For *NuSTAR* we added a sixth parameter, $\Gamma_{\text{top}}$, which is the relative thickness of the heavy material to the bi-layer thickness of the first layer at the top of the stack. This parameter ensures that the dense material is thick enough in the top layer to ensure proper total external reflection from angles below the critical angle.

Another successfully applied depth-graded structure is the block-method employed by *InFOCuS* and *Hitomi*. In this structure, rather than continuously changing the thickness of the bi-layers down through the stack, it contains blocks of bi-layers with periodic constant spacing. The principle is the same as for the power-law depth-graded profile in which by changing the bi-layer thickness, the Bragg peaks are shifted through the spectrum. But rather than a continuous shifting achieved by each layer, the block shifts are discrete with several layers contributing to one Bragg peak. The power-law and block method tend to yield similar responses when optimized to the same telescope design.

While we plan future investigations of different depth-graded profiles, here we only discuss the power-law depth-graded profile, for which we have an optimization routine.

![Figure 2. Shell length as functions of number of shells, area, and mass for shell thickness of 0.025 mm (blue; square) and 0.05 mm (red; circle).](image-url)
Figure 3. **Left:** Attenuation curves of Co, Ni, W, and Pt. **Right:** Theoretical performances of optimized depth-graded multilayers for the respective material combinations (Credit: 

### 3.2 Material Selection

The typical families considered for hard X-ray astrophysical applications are Co-, Ni-, W-, and Pt-based coatings. Because Pt has the highest energy K-edge (78.3 keV), and thus the broadest bandpass, Pt/C was favored by NuSTAR and Hitomi. However, the W-based family has both better interfacial roughness and can be deposited more thinly, and for this reason NuSTAR included both Pt/C and W/Si in its design, applying Pt/C only on mirrors that contributed to area between 70–80 keV. W-based coatings have long been suggested as reflectors for energies above 100 keV and been measured at energies above 80 keV, demonstrating that their performance matches the theoretical predictions at those energies. Pt has not been as well-studied at high energies, primarily because of the cost of obtaining a target, and depending on the achievable interface widths, which have yet to be investigated, Pt-based multilayers may allow performance comparable to, or potentially even better than W-based coatings.

For astrophysical applications, a broad bandpass is desirable since objects typically emit across a wide spectrum, and understanding of the underlying physics often requires the measurement of the broadband spectral behavior. For a bandpass stretching from 2 keV to 200 keV, W- and Pt-based coatings will suffer from the presence of the K-edge in the middle of the bandpass. As shown in Figure 3, Ni and Co do not have this restriction, but being lighter elements, they are not as efficient as either W and Pt below the Pt and W K-edge, which has limited the attention and development they have received. Some promising work, though, has been done, and a Ni/C coating has been measured up to 125 keV, demonstrating good performance at these energies. However, because Ni is ferromagnetic, pure Ni films are more difficult to deposit and Ni/Si, NiV/Si, and NiV/C are more likely candidates. These have been characterized at low energies and proven to be stable, but have not been measured at energies above 80 keV. CoCr/C coatings have been investigated by Windt (2015), and significant progress was made on improving interface quality through optimization of deposition conditions; X-ray performance is still below expectations, however, and further research is thus needed to improve interface quality in both Ni- and Co-based coatings. WC/SiC is a very attractive material combination because of its very low surface roughness (< 0.3 nm) and ability to be deposited in very thin layers (< 2 nm). Coatings with up to 300 bi-layers have been measured at 300-600 keV and show good agreement with the expected performance, which makes it favorable for γ-ray reflectors.

For the baseline design presented here, we decided to investigate the theoretical performance of Ni/C, NiV/C, and WC/SiC.

### 3.3 Optimizations

We employed the optimization routine used for NuSTAR, described in detail in, and imposed the following material constraints:
Ni:  
1. Maximum layer thickness: 3 microns  
2. Minimum thickness: 3.5 nm  
3. Interfacial roughness: 0.45 nm  
4. Maximum number of bilayers: 600

W:  
1. Minimum thickness: 2.5 nm  
2. Interfacial roughness: 0.35 nm

WC:  
1. Minimum thickness: 1.5 nm  
2. Interfacial Roughness: 0.3 nm  
3. Maximum number of bilayers: 500

We optimized over the minimum and maximum d-spacing of the bi-layers, the relative thickness of high- and low-Z, $\Gamma$, the power-law index of the depth-profile, $c$, and the number of bi-layers. The typical values for Ni/C are for the minimum bi-layer thickness $d_{\text{min}}=3.5$ nm (as thin as feasible), $d_{\text{max}} = 5 - 19$ nm maximum thickness, $c = 0.2 - 0.3$, $\Gamma = 0.3 - 0.38$, and the number of bi-layers maxed out at 600. For NiV/C we did two optimizations where we restricted the total thickness of the stack to $1\mu$m and $3\mu$m, and the difference in parameters are not very different, $d_{\text{min}}=3.5$ nm, $d_{\text{max}} = 14 - 19$ nm, $\Gamma = 0.35 - 0.4$, $c = 0.23 - 0.28$, except for the number of bi-layers, which were 300 for $1\mu$m and 1000 for $3\mu$m. WC/SiC has values $d_{\text{min}}=1.5$ nm, $d_{\text{max}} = 10 - 14$ nm, $\Gamma = 0.35 - 0.45$, $c = 0.35 - 0.41$.

4. RESULTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Figure 4 shows the effective area of the optimizations. All effective areas are shown without the detector response or attenuation from windows and thermal blankets folded in. We keep as reference the combined area of the two NuSTAR optics, and also show the effective area obtained if the NuSTAR recipes are applied to the HEX-P geometry. All HEX-P areas are for three modules assuming the baseline design. These optimizations show that unless NiV/C can be coated in very thick stacks, it is probably not a viable option. WC/SiC displays the best performance when considering the change of area as a function of energy, and if not for its prominent K-edge would have been the best choice. Ni/C is theoretically very promising, but as discussed above pure Ni films are difficult to deposit.

The results are thus far have not yet closed the design, and we are continuing our investigations. The main problem is the overall thicknesses of the resulting stacks, which if too thick causes the stresses between layers to degrade the interfacial roughness and reduce the reflectivity, and possibly perturb the substrate that could lead to a degradation of the angular resolution as well. From a theoretical point of view, we will continue searching the phase space for different multilayer recipes and alternatives to the power-law depth-graded profile. Perturbations to the power-law graded profile, where for example every bi-layer is tuned individually to achieve a desired target response, have typically been targeted for narrowband applications, \textsuperscript{19,23,24} but have shown promise for broadband use as well, \textsuperscript{35} and may be a way to overcome the problem of thick bi-layer stacks.

From a material development point of view, it is clear that we first need to establish the feasibility of Ni- and Co-based coatings above 80 keV, and determine the material constraints of minimum thickness, maximum stack thickness, and interfacial roughness to narrow down the design space. Research is also underway in the deposition methods, moving from non-reactive to reactive sputtering which has shown to reduce coating stress and decrease the interfacial roughness between layers.

Another avenue of development is hybrid coatings in which two different material combinations are joined to mitigate the impact of absorption edges, as for example from Pt and W. A hybrid coating like this was produced by Jensen et al. (2006), \textsuperscript{15} who combined NiV/SiC and WC/SiC together in a linear graded multilayer stack of $100\text{[NiV/SiC]}/70\text{[WC/SiC]}/\text{Si}$, with the NiV/SiC at the top for the low energies and WC/SiC at the bottom for the hard energies, and showed that the measured reflectivity matched the theoretical prediction for the stack design. Such hybrid coatings have yet to be measured at high energies, but the low energy performances are promising for their high energy application.
4.1 Alternate Designs

Generating more area is generally a matter of increasing the radius of the optics and/or adding modules, but both come at the cost of more mass. The relative ratio of low to high area can, however, be shifted without necessarily an increase in mass. This can be done by adding more modules, but reducing their overall size. Shown in Figure 5 is one such example, where the outer radius has been reduced from 350 mm to 200 mm, and instead of three modules we use six modules. The low energy suppression is due to the loss of the outer diameters shells, which are major contributors to the low energy area. Conversely, emphasis on the low energy area can be achieved by reducing the number of modules, but increasing the size of each optic.

5. SUMMARY

We have established the geometry of the HEX-P telescope and investigated alternative designs around the baseline, identifying as possible trades the length of the mirror shells, the size of overall optics, and the number of modules. We have run initial optimizations on multilayer coatings for the material pairs Ni/C, NiV/C, and WC/SiC, and concluded that as of yet there is no clear favorite. We plan to continue our investigations theoretically by optimizing a combination of hybrid coatings with different depth-graded profiles. We will use those results to indicate the direction of laboratory experimentation, which presently should be focused on the feasibility of Ni- and Co-based coatings above 80 keV.
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Figure 5. Trade between using 6 smaller optics (D2) and 3 larger optics (D1).


